THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF NORMS OF POWERS OF ABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT FOURIER SERIES DENNIS M. GIRARD
Let fit) have an absolutely convergent Fourier series fit) = Σctkβ ikt and set ||/|| = Σ I α* |. In this paper we will study the asymptotic behavior of ||/ w || as n-> oo.
THEOREM. Let / be absolutely continuous and let f be of bounded variation on the real line modulo 2π. Let /(0) -1 but I fit) I < 1 for t Φ 0 and suppose that for t near 0, fit) = φ(e u ) where φ is defined and analytic near z = 1. Define the parameters a, p, q, A and β as follows We outline in § 5 how it is possible to relax the condition of analyticity at t = 0 and replace it with conditions (1) and (2) where the #* terms satisfy certain smoothness conditions. G. W. Hedstrom proved in 1966 that under these same hypotheses, there exist two constants c, C such that c < l Introduction* The classical result of this type is that ββH/*!! 1 '* = 1, but much better estimates, namely \\f n \\ = έ?(n), n-+oo and even \\f n \\ = έ?(]/~n), n->oo were relatively easy to obtain [1] , [5] , [6] . It is also known that this last estimate is the best 357 358 DENNIS M. GIRARD possible. More precise estimates for ||/ w || were separately sought for those functions satisfying respectively ( i) I φ(z) I attains its maximum on | z \ = 1 at finitely many points,
(ii) |*(s)| = l for |s| = l. It is known that if φ(z) satisfies (ii) and is not a power of z, then ||y»||_>oo as n -+co [i] , and more precisely, there exist positive constants c lf c 2 such that c{\/n ^ ||/ n || ^ c 2 Vn [6] . It was proved in [1] , [3] that if φ(z) does satisfy (i), then the necessary and sufficient condition for \\f n \\ = έ?(l) as n-> °o is that p -q at each point of maximum modulus. In the case where p = q is not satisfied at each point Hedstrom [4] has shown that there exist constants C 19 C 2 such that Cji 8 ^ || φ n \\ <£ C 2 n s where s -max (1 -p/q)/2, the maximum being taken over all points where p Φ q. Further developments and connections with the work of Kahane and Leibenson can be found in Hedstrom's paper where he considers the more general case when f(t) has an absolutely convergent Fourier series. Connections with the conformal in variance of peripheral convergence can be found in a paper by Bajsanski [2] and a recent thesis by Whitford [9] . The main results of Bajsanski, Clunie, and Vermes were rediscovered and appear in a recent paper by Newman [7] . In connection with this paper in §4 we discuss some partial results concerning the behavior of \\f n \\ when |/1 has several points of maximum on [ -π, π] , 2. Preliminary lemmas* We give in this section some lemmas which will be needed in the proof of the theorem. The proof of the following lemma is explicitly contained in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [4] and so is not given. LEMMA 
Let f(t) be absolutely continuous and suppose that f'(t) is of bounded variation and \f{t)\ ^ 1 for all t. Then, if a nk is the Fourier coefficient of f
Using (1) and (2) we can write
where p(t) is a real polynomial of degree at most q and G^t) = -βt THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF NORMS OF POWERS   359 we have f(t) = φ{e u ) for t in some neighborhood of ί = 0, where φ(z) is analytic in a neighborhood of z = 1.
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 1 in [1] and plays a fundamental role in the proof of the theorem. 
The derivatives of C m (r) are given by
«-^1 and this implies that Ψ(r, t) = Re [έ?(l) (e u (r -1) + e" -l) p ] so that the partial derivatives of Ψ of order less than p are zero at r = 1, ί = 0. Thus C m (r) has a zero at the point r = 1 of order ^ p -m, for m = 0, 1, , p -1 and so I CJr) \ < C m \r -l\ p~m in a sufficiently small neighborhood of r = 1 for constants C m . In addition Ψ(l, t) = -βt
, g -1 and thus for r sufficiently near 1, |C w (r)| ^ C w |r-l|, m = p, 
Proof. Integration by parts yields
I< exp G(t)]/h'(t) exp G(t)](G'(t)/h'(t))dt
+ I* + I*. 
for any μ > 0 and any real θ. The lemma is a straightforward generalization of Exercise 118 in [8] and so the proof will not be given.
3* Proof of the theorem. The proof of our result is divided into several parts. We want to determine the asymptotic behavior of II/"II = Σlα.J = Σ-^IΓ/"(«)«-"'<** The essential ideas in the proof are these: depending upon the parameters a, p, q introduced above and n, there are only small ranges of values for k near na which are significant in the determination of the asymptotic behavior; and for these values of k there are only small neighborhoods of t -0 in the integrals above which are of significance. Part 1 will provide an initial reduction of the expression above. Part 2 will further this reduction for the case p Φ q. In the remaining three parts the asymptotic constants will be obtained separately for the cases p Φ q, p even; p Φ q, p odd; P = ff.
We shall omit the phrase "for n sufficiently large" finitely many times in the course of the proof.
The following notation will also be used consistently:
We now choose ε 0 sufficiently small so that | G 2 (t) \ ^ βt g /2, for 11 ^ ε 0 , φ{re iv ) is analytic for \t\ ^ ε 0 and r sufficiently close to 1, and I φ(re u ) \ ^ 1 -δ < 1 for t = ±ε 0 and r sufficiently near 1, for some δ > 0. We first show that
) , as w-->oo, where the range of summation is for ke T(n){jS(ri).
and so by Lemma 1
If we write 
Each of these last sums is o{n a~plq)l2 ) as w-> ^> and so (3) follows. We next show that keSίn) as 7t -> 00 by using the analyticity of /(ί) at t = 0 to deform the contour of integration for the function ^. Indeed, α$ is the integral of ^(z);?"^1 along the path 2 = e il , \t\ ^ ε 0 . We replace this contour by contours Γ nk chosen to be functions of n, a and k in the following way: let For definiteness we will assume that a > 0. The cases for a < 0 and a = 0 follow in a similar fashion. We write
where the integrand in each case is ^%(^)^-yb~1 and the range of summation is for ke S(ri).
We estimate each J m : ) , n->oo.
(ii) If Σ4 is the sum in J 3 restricted to k < M, " 1/9 ) Σ r na~k , r = 1-n~c as w-• cx3. This last sum is also of order n c exp( -b n ) and so Σ4 = o(n a~p/q)l2 ) as n-> ^ completing the estimate for / 3 . Thus, we can write
By making a simple change of variable we can write
If b < 0, we can write p(ί) using -16| instead of b and then by taking conjugates (5) can be put into the same form as above with I 6 I instead of 6. Hence, whether 6 is positive or negative (5) can be written in the form
In what follows we will establish the existence and uniqueness of zeros of h [(t) and hί(t) in certain intervals which depend upon n, and then show that, after splitting off from (6) the sum of integrals in small neighborhoods of these zeros, the remainder will be o(n {1 -plq)l2 ) y as%-^^. We define where ω > (1 -p/q)/2 is to be determined as follows: there is an
. We establish the existence of zeros of h[ and ^ by use of the following inequalities: for ε > 0 sufficiently small P, P r and P" are monotone on each of [ -ε, 0] and [0, ε] and in each of these intervalŝ
For 7i sufficiently large, λ % ΉΓ 1/(Z < ε, and then in the case of even p, for te [ -X as w -> cxD from which it follows that
uniformly in A;. We now introduce the following intervals: 
and if p is odd
If we let , 7 , by using (5) we can write, for p even,
where the first sum is for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and the second is for j = 1, 2, 5, 6 and if p is odd
where the first sum is for 1, 2, 3, 5 and the second is for 1, 2, 6, 7.
We must show that each of these C^ is o(n a~Plq)l2 ) as n-*c First for ΐ = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, Ca is bounded by r Σ κ and since
for some constant C and ^ > 0, the sum above is bounded by
In order to estimate the remaining C^-we apply Lemma 3. Consider those integrals which have one limit zero and the other either X n or -λ n . We have g(t) = n ι -llq P'(tnιlq )/h'(t) where h(t) is either h^t) or h 2 (t) and then #(0) = 0 and
But since X n n~l lq -> 0 as n -> co, we have by (7 '] since /^(ί« fc ) = 0. This last sum is equal to log and since 1/g log . By replacing 1 -n~d by 1 + n~d in the above arguments it follows that | h[{y n ) \ ^ (l/2)τw~d. A similar calculation shows that g(x n ) and g(y n ) are both ^(^r f ) as n->co, Thus, our integral is ^(V) and we get by (10) that C 26 -as . A similar argument applies also to C u , C 27 and C 26 . PART 3 In this section we will obtain the asymptotic constant for the case when p is even and different from q. Indeed, if we let for sufficiently
. 4 sup μ>nCpbε as n -> co and so for δ > 0 we can find an ε > 0 and ?^0 such that n>n 0 implies that K 2 <δ.
To show that K 1 tends to zero as n-*ŵ e need the following fact:
Let Ψ, φ, θ be complex valued functions of a real variable and let (t nk ), (s nk To apply this it will be sufficient to estimate the behavior of (11) exp (-βtl.WiU^Ίn^pip -l) ?+1 ] = o(l) as n-* oo. Thus, we have
In order to treat
we set u --t and notice that h^ -t) and G( -t) are of the same form respectively as h 2 (t) and G(£) since both p ane g are even; therefore, by precisely the same argument
and then by combining (4), (8), (12) and (13) we obtain (a) in the statement of the theorem since by computing the integral
We consider the case when p is odd and different from q. As before we can write
, tel nk , as n-»oo. But we must also take into account this same integrand for the interval JΓ" Λ . Let
Then, a change of variable and conjugation produce
We shall show that
To do (16) where K 8 is .
this we write Again, we must show that each K m is o(l) as n->©o. iΓ 6 is treated in the same fashion as if 4 , iί 8 as K λ . We remark that there is a constant ikf such that Thus, it suffices to show that the limit of the sum in the last expression is equal to
This will be accomplished by the following steps: ( i) For each n*z n 0 , for some n 0 , there is a function H n (x) such that~{ K{t«*) + h(τ nk )) = rt thus, the sum above will take the form
iii) The limit of the integral in ii) is precisely
After we construct the sequence (H n (x)) iii) will follow directly as an application of Lemma 4. To construct the sequence (H n (x)) first recall that and We will consider φ n and ψ^w over an interval [r, s] [ε, 12] , F(x) ^ ΛF, for some M', so that the first term is majorized by (using condition c) above)
hus, (18) tends uniformly to zero on [ε, 12] and so we have shown that K 9 = o(l), as n->oo, Finally, by combining (4), (9), (15) and (16) we have the result and this completes the proof for p odd. PART 5 We now consider the last case, namely p = q. By ( where the sum is for 7 e C7(n) and let 
it remains to estimate L t .
As before we define a sequence of approximating functions
Jo
reduced the problem to showing that and so we have
Let R be a fixed positive number to be chosen below. The expression above is bounded by
and by using the standard estimate: | F(y) \ ^ K/y 2 , y Φ 0, for some constant K, we have
and so we can pick R so large that for δ > 0 the sum of the last two integrals above is bounded by 2δ/3. Then, for this fixed value of R there is an n 0 such that for all n > n 0 , the first integral is bounded by δ/3 since F n (x) converges uniformly to \F(x)\ on [0, R], Similarly, we can show that \F\dx where the sum is for ke T(n), k > na, so that if p -q we have and this completes the proof of the theorem.
4* Several maximum points* The results we have obtained can be extended partially to the case when | f(t) \ = 1 at several points in the interval [ -7Γ, π] . Assume that f(t) is absolutely continuous and f'(t) is of bounded variation; \f(t) | < 1, tΦ t 3 , f(tj) = 1 and f(t) is analytic at t = t j9 j = 1, , m. For each of the points t ά we can define parameters <x, , p j9 q 3 -corresponding to the parameters α, p, q defined above. We let T 3 (n) and S 0 {n) be defined by replacing a, p, q in the definitions of T(n) and S(n) by a 3 , p 3 -and q 3 respectively.
Let Qj, j = 1, , m be sufficiently small intervals centered about each of the points t 3 If we assume that a 3 Φ a { \ ί Φ j, then T 3 (n) Π Ti(n) = ψ for n sufficiently large and it follows by a straightforward application of the previous arguments that, for j = 1, , m,
Σ
as n -> oo, where the first sum is for k in the complement of T 3 (n) and the second sum is for ke T 3 (n). Thus, we have where s = mm 3 (p 3 /q 3 ) . We can also show that Σfce^ \Ij\ = n { [C 3 + 0(1) ], n-> co for a constant C 3 depending upon the parameters associated with each of the points t 3 . Thus, we obtain where the sum extends over all those j such that Pj/Qj = s. This "additivity" does not, however, extend to the general case and, as an example by Newman [7, p. 40] shows, the asymptotic limit may fail to exist.
5* A stronger result* In our proof the condition of analyticity is used only in Part 1 to show that Σ I a% I = oW 1 -* 1 * 1 *) , n --where the sum is for kes(ri). Here we outline a proof of this statement using only the smoothness conditions assumed in Hedstrom's paper. We first remark that the proof of our theorem from Part 2 onward is not affected if we take b n = τ log n for any fixed τ J> ) , n-> ŵ here the sum is for JceS (ri) . In order to show that Σ I α£* I = o(n {1 -plq)l2 ), n-> oo we treat separately the cases p Φ q and p = q. In the case p Φ q we fix a value for τ Ξ> 1 + (1 -p/ϊ)/2 in 6 Λ = τ log n so that vKKY-ΊK < 1/2. A change of variable followed by an application of Lemma 3 yields (as before)
G(t)]dt
for some constant ikf; thus The author wishes to thank his doctoral advisor, Professor Bogdan Bajsanski, for many useful conversations and suggestions, and the referee for several useful suggestions.
